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The classic story by E. B. White,Â author of the Newbery Honor Book Charlotte's Web and Trumpet

of the Swan, about one small mouse on a very big adventure! Stuart Little is no ordinary mouse.

Born to a family of humans, he lives in New York City with his parents, his older brother George,

and Snowbell the cat. Though he's shy and thoughtful, he's also a true lover of adventure.Stuart's

greatest adventure comes when his best friend, a beautiful little bird named Margalo, disappears

from her nest. Determined to track her down, Stuart ventures away from home for the very first time

in his life. He finds adventure aplenty. But will he find his friend?Â 
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How terribly surprised the Little family must have been when their second child turned out to be a

small mouse. Apparently familiar with the axiom that "when in New York City, anything can happen,"

the Littles accept young Stuart into their family unquestioningly--with the exception of Snowbell the

cat who is unable to overcome his instinctive dislike for the little mouse. They build him a bed from a

matchbox, and supply him with all of the accoutrements a young mouse could need. Mrs. Little even

fashions him a suit, because baby clothes would obviously be unsuitable for such a sophisticated



mouse. In return, Stuart helps his tall family with errant Ping-Pong balls that roll outside of their

reach. E. B. White takes Stuart on a hero's quest across the American countryside, introducing the

mouse--and the reader--to a myriad of delightful characters. Little finds himself embroiled in one

adventure after another from the excitement of racing sailboats to the unseen horrors of substitute

teaching. This is a story of leaving home for the first time, of growing up, and ultimately of

discovering oneself. At times, doesn't everyone feel like the sole mouse in a family--and a world--of

extremely tall people? (Ages 9 to 12) --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

Gr. 4-6. Readers will welcome this Spanish edition of a beloved tale, first published in 1945, about a

two-inch-tall mouse with a big heart and a love for adventure. The fluid text resonates with the

original wit and whimsy that marked White's clever intermingling of fantasy and real life. Miguez's

joyous translation maintains the author's rhyming play on words by using appropriate

substitutions--for example, gorrion, dragon, and raton for the English louse, grouse, and souse. A

few Peninsular Spanish pronouns and conjugations (vuestras, podeis, sabreis) won't deter Spanish

speakers from the Americas from enjoying Stuart Little's wonderful escapades. Isabel

SchonCopyright Â© American Library Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to the

Hardcover edition.

Great book! Tough, but engaging; clearly written before everything got either dumbed down or

geared toward a reading level. Wonderful pictures and story, highly enjoyable for kids and adults.

This is a must-have classic and a delight for both older children and adults. It's smart, it's funny and

it's poignant. You and your kids will read it more than once. Stuart, the mouse born into a New York

City household is one of literature's most endearing characters. When we bought a sailboat named

"Warrior" we quickly changed the name to "Stuart Little." If you read the book you'll see why.

...it tapers off into tedium.I loved reading this with my kids, especially the beginning, but once

Stewart left home in the little car the story really dried up and the kids lost interest. Me, too.

My students enjoyed reading this book. However, if you're later wanting to do a comparison/contrast

with the book and the movie there are basically no similarities.

Listened to the audiobook with my kids over lunch and then read through for the pictures afterward.



Here and five year old.

as people might know there were three Stuart Little films made. Other that the toy boat race done

differently and retrieving Mrs. Little ring from the drain there is basically no resemblance between

the book and the films. The book on its own is a sweet wonderful tale which many I'm sure will take

into their hearts and love. The only thing I did not like about the book was the ending which left me

hanging with a want for some real closure to Stuart's quest. One of my favorite bits of the book was

Stuart meeting the 2 inches tall girl during his quest that cause him to run away from home and

makes me wonder what her character would of been like if she had manged to appear in the

movies.

Very well written my son loved listening to it

Very disappointing book. This starts great, a series of fun adventure tails. But then suddenly it just

ends - both my children and I were like "Ummmm...what???? Where's the end of the story?"This

book banks off the masterpiece that is Charlotte's Web.
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